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Crossover to non-Fermi-liquid spin dynamics in cuprates
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The antiferromagnetic spin correlation functionSQ, the staggered spin susceptibilityχQ and the energy
scaleωFL = SQ/χQ are studied numerically within thet-J model and the Hubbard model, as relevant to
cuprates. It is shown thatωFL, related to the onset of the non-Fermi-liquid spin responseatT > ωFL, is very
low in the regime below the ’optimum’ hole dopingch < c∗h ∼ 0.16, while it shows a steep increase in the
overdoped regime. A quantitative analysis of NMR spin-spinrelaxation-rate1/T2G for various cuprates reveals
a similar behavior, indicating on a sharp, but continuous, crossover between a Fermi-liquid and a non-Fermi-
liquid behavior as a function of doping.

PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 75.20.-g, 74.72.-h

The understanding of the phase diagram of cuprates con-
tinues to exemplify one of the major theoretical and exper-
imental challenges [1]. Besides superconductivity (SC) and
antiferromagnetic (AFM) ordering, several regimes with dis-
tinct electronic properties have been identified within thenor-
mal metallic phase. The behavior of spin degrees of free-
dom, which are the subject of this paper, has been intensively
studied using the inelastic neutron scattering (INS) [2, 3]and
NMR relaxation experiments [4]. They clearly reveal that in
underdoped cuprates magnetic properties are not following
the usual Fermi-liquid (FL) scenario within the metallic state
above the SC transitionT > Tc.

Within a normal FL one expects a dynamical spin suscep-
tibility χ′′

q(ω) to be T - independent at lowT, ω. On the
contrary, INS results show thatq-integrated spin suscepti-
bility exhibits in a broad range ofω and T an anomalous,
but universal behaviorχ′′

L(ω) ∝ f(ω/T ), first established
in La2−xSrxCuO4 (LSCO) at low doping [3, 5]. This be-
havior can be even followed to lowestT in YBaCu3O6+x

(YBCO), whereTc has been suppressed by Zn doping [6].
At the same time, low-energy INS reveals at lowT the sat-
uration of the inverse AFM correlation lengthκ = 1/ξ, at
least in YBCO [2] and in LSCO at low doping [3, 5]. Anoma-
lousT -dependence of63Cu NMR spin-lattice relaxation rate
1/T1 and of the spin-spin relaxation rate1/T2G in underdoped
cuprates is in general compatible with INS [4], in particular
1/(T1T ) ∝ χ′′

L(ω, T )/ω|ω→0 ∝ 1/T , in contrast to aT -
independent value (Korringa law) in a normal FL.

On the other hand, cuprates at optimum doping and, more-
over, in the overdoped regime show a strong reduction of the
spin response at low energiesω. This is evident from the loss
of INS intensity in the normal state (as well as in a weak
resonant peak forT < Tc) and low NMR relaxation rates
1/T1, 1/T2G. At the same time, NMR confirms the approach
to the normal FL behavior,1/(T1T ) ∼ const. and1/T2G ∼
const. [4]. There are other indications that the normal FL be-
havior is approached in the overdoped regime. Recently, the
angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) on BiS-
rCaCuO (BSCCO) system gave evidence for the existence of
coherent electronic excitations forT < TX at higher doping

[7], i.e., the FL-like phase is found in the normal state onlyin
the overdoped regime whereTX shows a steep increase with
hole dopingch. Intimately related to the onset of the FL-like
spin response is also the observation that in cuprates doped
with nonmagnetic Li and Zn the impurity-induced spin sus-
ceptibility varies as∝ 1/(T + TK), i.e., with a Kondo-like
behavior with a characteristic temperatureTK(ch) [8], where
TK ∼ 0 in the underdoped regime, whereas it shows a strong
increase in the overdoped regime.

From the point of theoretical understanding, an approach
to a FL behavior in the overdoped regime far from a metal-
insulator transition seems plausible, nevertheless a solid the-
oretical evidence is still missing. A crossover from a strange
metal to a coherent metal phase is, e.g., predicted within the
slave-boson approach [9]. Frequently invoked interpretation
is given in terms of the quantum critical point (QCP) at opti-
mum dopingc∗h (masked, however, at lowT by the SC phase),
dividing the FL phase atch > c∗h and a (singular) non-Fermi-
liquid (NFL) metal atch < c∗h. While such a concept is well
established in spin systems [10], its application to metallic
cuprates is controversial due to the absence of a critical length
scale ( e.g.,ξ(T → 0) → ∞). Low energy spin dynamics as
emerges from INS and in particular from NMR experiments
has been extensively analysed within the phenomenological
theory [11], describing a FL close to an AFM instability. In
the latter approach the spin-fluctuation energy in fact plays the
characteristic FL scale, as discussed furtheron.

The present authors recently showed that an anomalous
ω/T scaling, as observed at low doping, emerges from a
general approach toχq(ω) under a few basic requirements
[12]: a) collectiveQ = (π, π) AFM mode in the normal
state is overdampedγ > ωQ, b) equal-time correlations
SQ = 〈Sz

−QSz
Q〉 and the corresponding inverse correlation

lengthκ̃ are finite and saturate at lowT . A nontrivialωQ(T )
dependence then follows from the fluctuation - dissipation re-
lation,

1

π

∫ ∞

0

dω cth
ω

2T
χ′′
q(ω) = Sq , (1)

(note that we use~ = 1 and defineχq(ω) in units ofg2µ2
B),
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leading to aω/T scaling for T > ωp ∼ γe−2ζ where
ζ ∝ γ/κ̃2 [12]. Within such an approach it is natural that
ωp > 0 is finite within the whole paramagnetic regime. Nev-
ertheless, due to strong dependence on parameters, in partic-
ular onζ, ωp(ch) can show quite a sharp crossover from very
small values in the underdoped regime to a large increase in
overdoped systems, consistent with experimental indications.

In this paper we present numerical results for the doping
dependence of the FL scaleωFL within models relevant to
cuprates, i.e., the planart-J model and the Hubbard model.
We furthermore compare these quantities with the ones ex-
tracted directly from NMR-relaxation and INS experiments
on cuprates. One possibility is to getωFL from the full T -
dependence of various magnetic quantities, in particular from
staticχQ(T ) andSQ(T ). It is evident that in the NFL regime
T > ωFL a relation follows from Eq. (1),

SQ

TχQ

=
[

1−
∆

SQ

]−1

, (2)

which evolves into the ‘classical’ relation for∆ ≪ SQ. Note
that∆(T ) arises from Eq. (1) as the integral over the large-ω
tail χ′′

Q(ω > T ). We are interested in the low-T regime in the
paramagnetic phase whereSQ(T ) already saturates. The sat-
uration is quite evident from the numerical analysis of various
models [1, 13]. Eq. (2) indicates that even constantSQ can be
compatible with stronglyT -dependentχQ(T ) which seems
to be the essence of the NFL regime in cuprates. In contrast,
one expects a finiteχQ(T → 0) within the FL regime.

The characteristic energy scale of spin fluctuations is given
by ωFL(T ) = SQ/χQ(T ) with the correspondingT = 0
limit ωFL(0). The latter can be calculated fromT = 0 nu-
merical results. Note thatωFL(0) = 〈ω〉 is just the first fre-
quency moment of the shape functionχ′′

Q(ω, T = 0)/ω for
ω > 0. On the other hand, we extractωFL also from experi-
ments, in particular from NMR1/T2G relaxation data, which
give rather straightforward information onχQ(T ).

Let us first consider thet-J model,

H = −t
∑

〈ij〉s

c̃†js c̃is + J
∑

〈ij〉

(Si · Sj −
1

4
ninj) , (3)

with the nearest neighbor hopping on a square lattice, which
we analyse forJ/t = 0.3, as relevant for cuprates (for com-
parison with cuprates we use alsot ∼ 400 meV). Results for
SQ(T ) andχQ(T ) are evaluated using the finite-T Lanczos
method (FTLM) [14]. In this way we analyse systems with
N = 18 sites for arbitrary hole dopingch = Nh/N , and with
ch ≤ 3/20 for N = 20. It should be also noted that FTLM
results are rather insensitive to finite-size effects forT > Tfs,
whereby for systems consideredTfs ∼ 0.1 t [14].

In Fig. 1 we present results for̃χ = 4TχQ as a function of
ch for variousT > Tfs. Note that the limiting value within
thet-J model isχ̃(T → ∞) = 1 − ch. Two distinct regimes
become immediately evident from Fig. 1. The crossing of
curvesχ̃(ch) with differentT can be used as the definition
of the ’optimum’ dopingc∗h ∼ 0.16, whereby it is indicative

that the same value is obtained analysing cuprates with high-
estTc [15]. In the underdoped regimẽχ increases by lowering
T (down to reachableT ∼ Tfs) and appears to saturate to the
NFL behavior, Eq. (2), consistent with the anomalousω/T
scaling [12]. On the other hand, atch > c∗h the tendency
of χ̃(T ) is opposite. I.e.,χQ(T ) saturates forT < J , indi-
cating a ’normal’ FL behavior. If̃χ(ch) curves would, even
for lowestT , indeed cross atch = c∗h, we would have been
dealing with a singularity resembling a QCP with diverging
χQ(T → 0) ∝ 1/T . MoreoverχQ(T → 0) would be diver-
gent in the whole regimech < c∗h. Although present results
cannot exclude this possibility, the deviation visible at lowest
T = 0.1 t is more in accord with a crossover between FL and
NFL regimes.
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Figure 1: (color online) AFM susceptibility4TχQ vs. doping within
thet-J model for various temperaturesT/t.

In Fig. 2 we show corresponding FTLM results for
ωFL(ch) at variousT ≤ J . Note that in this regimeSQ(T ) is
essentiallyT -independent, and the values agree very well with
theT = 0 results obtained via the usual Lanczos technique for
the ground state (g.s.). The latter approach allows the calcula-
tion of SQ(T = 0) andχQ(T = 0) also for somewhat larger
systems, i.e., forN = 20 at allNh and forN = 26 atNh ≤ 2.
T = 0 results forSQ are shown in the inset of Fig. 2 and over-
all follow surprisingly well the linear variation1/SQ = Kch
with K ∼ 15. In contrast toSQ(ch), the FL scaleωFL reveals
a nonuniform variation with doping. Again, forch > c∗h ωFL

is alreadyT -independent forT < J , or at least approaching
finite ωFL(0). In the regimech < c∗h ωFL(T ) is decreas-
ing with T , so that we can establish only an upper bound
for ωFL. In the same Fig. 2 we plot also results forωFL(0),
evaluated directly via theT = 0 calculation for largest avail-
able systems. In the overdoped regime the general agreement
with the FTLM is evident. As expected, in the underdoped
region obtainedωFL(0) seem to be consistently smaller that
ωFL(T > 0) values, whereby a decrease ofωFL(0) with sys-
tem size is also observed (e.g., values obtained forN = 26
systems are smaller than those forN = 18, 20). So we can
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summarize results in Fig. 2 as follows: a) in the overdoped
regimeωFL ∼ α(ch − ch0) with ch0 ∼ 0.12 and a large
slopeα ∼ 3.9t ∼ 1.6 eV, b) in the underdoped regime our
results seem to indicate on a smooth crossover to very small
ωFL ≪ J .
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Figure 2: (color online) FL scaleωFL/t vs. ch, obtained for thet-J
model using the FTLM forT > 0 and the usual Lanczos method for
T = 0. The inset showsT = 0 results for1/SQ vs. ch. Thin lines
are guide to the eye only.

The alternative relevant model is the Hubbard model on a
square lattice,

H = −t
∑

〈ij〉s

(c†iscjs + H.c.) + U
∑

i

ni↑ni↓, (4)

which in the case of strong Coulomb repulsionU ≫ t and
close to half-filling maps onto thet-J model withJ = 4t2/U .
We calculateSQ in the g.s. as a function of hole dopingch
within the Hubbard model on a square lattice and atU =
8 t using the constrained-path quantum Monte Carlo method
(CPMC) [16]. In this method, the ground state wave function
is projected from a known initial wave function by a branch-
ing random walk in the overcomplete space of Slater determi-
nants. Since the method is most efficient in the closed-shell
cases, we extend our calculations to various tilted square lat-
tices where the number of sitesN is ranging betweenN = 34
to N = 164. The susceptibilityχQ = ∂mQ/∂BQ is calcu-
lated by computing sublattice magnetizationmQ induced by
a small staggered magnetic fieldBQ.

Our results for1/SQ again reveal a linear variation∼ Kch
with K ∼ 14. Such results are in qualitative agreement with
previous QMC calculations forU/t = 4 [1], where in the
latter caseK ∼ 14.3. In Fig. 3 we present corresponding
ωFL(0). The qualitative behavior ofωFL is very similar to the
result within thet-J model, Fig. 2. In the overdoped regime
one can again approximate the variation ofωFL as linear, with
ch0 ∼ 0.1 andα ∼ 4.8 t, while for ch < ch0 ωFL becomes
very small. Altogether, obtainedωFL do not differ much from

that within thet-J model, in spite of plausibly weaker correla-
tions within the Hubbard model forU = 8 t [17]. In Fig. 3 we
display also the corresponding free fermion result. We notice
that on approaching the empty bandce = 1 − ch → 0 both
curves converge. However, close to half-filling there is a huge
qualitative difference.
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Figure 3: (color online) FL scaleωFL/t vs. dopingch, as obtained
via the CPMC method for the Hubbard model withU/t = 8, where
the dashed line is a guide to the eye.

Let us finally estimateχQ(T ) and consequentlyωFL di-
rectly from experiments on cuprates. Within the normal state
we use the results for the NMR spin-spin relaxation timeT2G,
obtained from the63Cu spin-echo decay, related to staticχq

as [11],

1

T 2
2G

=
0.69

8

[ 1

N

∑

q

(F (q)χq)
2−

( 1

N

∑

q

F (q)χq

)2
]

. (5)

Assuming thatχq is peaked at commensurateq = Q and
can be described by a Lorentzian formχq = χQκ2/[(q −
Q)2 + κ2] (e.g., consistent with INS in YBCO) withκ ≪ π,
the second term in Eq. (5) can be neglected and the form fac-
tor replaced byF (Q). This leads to the relation1/T2G ∼
0.083κF (Q)χQ. 1/T2G relaxation rates have been mea-
sured and summarized in Ref. [4], i.e., from underdoped to
optimally doped YBCO with0.63 < x < 1, underdoped
YBa2Cu4O8, nearly optimum doped Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O10 (Tl-
2223) and the overdoped Tl2Ba2CuO6+δ (Tl-2201), whereby
the normalization with correspondingF (Q) has been already
taken into account (see Fig. 8b in Ref. [4]). Note thatκ rele-
vant toχq is the one appropriate for low-ω spin dynamics, as
measured directly by INS (plausiblyκ < κ̃). For YBCOκ(x)
has been summarized in Ref. [18]. For cuprates considered
here appropriate hole concentrationsch have been estimated
in Ref. [15]. Assuming a continuous variation ofκ(ch) we de-
termine alsoκ for YBa2Cu4O8, Tl-2223 and Tl-2201 (for the
latter we takeκ = 1.2/a0), not available experimentally. In
this way, we evaluateχQ(T ). Equal-time correlationsSQ are
so far not directly accessible by INS. As shown before they are
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nearly model independent, so we assume here thet-J model
results to finally extract correspondingωFL(T ) as presented
in Fig. 4 for various cuprates.
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Figure 4: (color online)ωFL vs. T , as evaluated from the NMR
relaxation rate1/T2G [4] and the INS widthκ [18] for various
cuprates. The inset shows the extrapolated scalesωFL(0) andΘ
vs. dopingch.

ForT well aboveTc, χQ(T ) extracted from1/T2G follows
the Curie-Weiss behavior, i.e.,χQ(T ) ∝ 1/(T + Θ). Such
a behavior emerges also within our analytical approach in the
scaling regime [12]. Hence, forT > 150K, we can well
parametrizeωFL(T ) = ωFL(0)(1 + T/Θ) and present in the
inset of Fig. 4 the doping dependence ofωFL(0) andΘ. It
is evident that bothωFL(0) andΘ reveal a similar behavior,
which qualitatively and to some extent even quantitativelyfol-
low our result within thet-J and Hubbard models. In partic-
ular, there is a clear change of scale between the underdoped
and overdoped cuprates.

In conclusion we present evidence, based both on numer-
ical results withint-J and Hubbard models as well as on
the analyses of NMR and INS experimental data on cuprates,
that the FL scaleωFL exhibits a rather sharp crossover be-
tween a steep increase in the overdoped regime and very low
ωFL ≪ J in the underdoped regime forch < c∗h. Note that
in the latter regime within cuprates one can easily reach val-
uesωFL(0) smaller thanTc. This can explain why anomalous
NFL scaling of the spin response as well as of other quanti-
ties is observed throughout the normal phase atT > Tc. On
the other hand, the transition to the normal FL is quite abrupt
in the overdoped regime, at least with respect to the spin re-
sponse discussed here.

Our results are well in agreement with other experimental
evidence for the existence of transition to the FL behavior in
cuprates. The FL scaleTX , as revealed by recent ARPES
experiments on BSCCO [7], in particular its doping depen-
denceTX(ch) in the overdoped regime, is close to our results
for ωFL(ch) with an extrapolatedch0 ∼ 0.1. Similar doping
dependent scaleTK , analogous to a Kondo scale in metals,

arises from the analysis of the local-moment susceptibilities
in YBCO with in-plane nonmagnetic Li and Zn impurities
[8]. Experiments show an abrupt and steep increase ofTK

on approaching the optimum doping. It is plausible that the
impurity-induced uniform susceptibility is related to localχL

(and to staggeredχ0
Q) in an uniform system, henceTK seems

to be related toΘ. Needless to say such a relation requires a
theoretical justification.

Still, our numerical results cannot exclude the possibility
of the existence of a QCP. From our analysis, the latter can
be present at the point whereωFL(0) vanishes on approach-
ing from the overdoped side, i.e., in our model systems at
ch ∼ ch0 < c∗h. An analogous interpretation might follow
also from experimental values in Fig. 4, as well as from results
on the Kondo temperatureTK(ch) [8]. However, the main
obstacle to such a scenario is that there is no evidence for an
ordered AFM phase forch < ch0, neither from calculatedSQ

within thet-J and Hubbard models nor from experiments. As
our analysis showsωFL(0) remains finite throughout the nor-
mal phase at all dopingsch down to the onset of the ordered
AFM phase atcAFM

h < ch0. The experimental distinction be-
tween the QCP and the present crossover scenario is that in
principleωFL(0) > 0 in the normal phase even in the heavily
underdoped regime, hence one should be able to detect this
experimentally by suppressing the SC phase, e.g., as investi-
gated with INS on YBCO system [6]. However, the theory
[12] reveals thatωFL(0) ∝ ωp can be extremely small in the
underdoped regime.
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